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Abstracts 

Michael Ackland - More than a family saga?: Henry Handel Richardson’s analysis 

of the role of migration within Pax Britannica in The Fortunes of Richard Mahony 

That Richardson consulted numerous historical authorities during the composition of 

her trilogy is well documented, but that she in turned offered an incisive critique of a 

major nineteenth century phenomenon, namely Anglo-Irish migration, is widely 

overlooked. As the work of such scholars as Christopher Bayley, Jürgen Osterhammel, 

James Bellich and Adam Tooze has amply demonstrated, Britain and its minions 

dominated not only the world’s sea-lanes but also international migration statistics. To 

borrow Bellich’s apposite migration metaphor of an ocean-conquering Polynesian 

outrigger, in the nineteenth century England and Ireland afforded the key components, 

or main hulls, while a significant but subordinate strand of German migration is 

depicted as its balancing flotation. Together they constituted the outrigger, or the bulk 

of white colonial migration. What happened on landing, however, is usually left to other 

historians, while the shared assumption is of steady development that issued first in the 

British dominions, then in the emergence of such successful nation states as Australia, 

New Zealand and Canada. 

The Fortunes of Richard Mahony adds flesh to this meagre outline, and diversely 

problematizes the triumphalist narrative. The seminal novel of white colonial migration, 

it begins with the key migratory catalyst, the discovery of gold, and focuses on the 

social, economic and institutional conundrums thrown up by the sudden confluence of 

diverse races and cultures, and on contemporary blindness towards indigenous and 

Asian-Pacific issues. Major differences between colonial and twentieth-century 

migratory waves are discussed, together with the special problems raised by multiple 

heritages, enduring allegiances and conflicted identities. Finally, the paper explores 

Richardson’s concept of nationality or belonging, and the actual as well as metaphoric 

price extracted for this in the migrant’s chosen land. 
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Dany Adone, Thomas Batchelor, & Melanie Brück –  Migrating Affixes in Australian 

Languages 

 ‘Migration’ is one key term that is well established in Cultural Studies. Although it is 

less commonly used in Linguistics, it has certainly played a big role in the discussion on 

language contact and change.  

In this paper we will address the issue of affixes that have travelled from the Pacific 

to Australia and discuss the status of some of these affixes that have settled into the 

younger languages such as Creole languages found in the northern part of Australia.  

Our data is based on both spontaneous and elicited data from Indigenous adults who 

speak the Kriol varieties as their L1. The age groups range between 20 and 

approximately 70+ years. In the first part we present the sociohistorical and cultural 

setting of the communities concerned. We will discuss the role and functions of affixes 

such as–im, bala/fella, (a)long, and belong focussing on their origin(s) and potential 

‘migration routes’, taking into account both substrate and superstrate influences against 

the background of linguistic diffusion. We argue that both first language acquisition 

and language contact play a big part in the formation of those Creole languages. On one 

side we have concepts travelling with adults overseas and on the other side, we have 

first language acquisition in each generation shaping the language. In the last part, we 

discuss the implications of our findings with respect to how much interaction between 

these two major forces is present or required in the formation of these languages. 

 

Stefanie Affeldt - A Japanese Galen Down Under 

Described as a »mixing of nationalities and hybrids« that would »puzzle the cleverest 

ethnologist«, Broome’s population in 1900 was a hotchpotch of immigrants from Asia. 

During the heyday of pearl-shelling, Europeans were outnumbered five to one by the 

indentured workers from Japan, Indonesia, Malaysia, China, the South Sea Islands, 

Timor, and Macassar, but, of course, also stemmed from local Indigenous Australian 

groups. 

This circumstance was diametrically opposed to the national self-concept of ›White 

Australia‹. Arguably, the northern multicultural pearling bases contributed to the 

emergence of »two Australias in 1901« (Reynolds). At a time when the Commonwealth 

entered the world stage as a federation of colonies, united not least by ›whiteness‹ as 

the constitutive element of ›Australianness‹, the apprehension of a virtual bifurcation 

into a ›white south‹ and a ›multiracial north‹ created an area of tension in which strict 

regulations on immigration conflicted with economic deliberations. Fears of foreign 
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invasion blended with global warnings against the ›yellow peril‹ and labourist 

antagonism towards the employment of ›coloured workers‹. The white entrepreneurs, 

in turn, presaged the demise of their industry, and the subsequent downfall of Broome, 

should Asian indenture be disallowed. 

Amidst this tense scenario, a Japanese medical doctor arrived in Broome, 

commissioned by the local Japanese Club to provide his services to his compatriots. The 

presence of this »newcomer Galen«, a journalist reported, caused quite a »howl in 

political circles«, which discussed it under economic and moral perspectives. Today, this 

case sheds light on both the discursive and practical implementation of racist 

discrimination in Australia and racism as a social relation. Far from being passive 

subordinates, the successful assertiveness of Japanese immigrants gives account of the 

effective agency on the side of those whose lives were otherwise framed by an overtly 

racist attitude. 

 

Bettina Burger - Putting Supernatural Children in Detention Centres – Ambelin 

Kwaymullina’s Portrayal of Australian Migrant and Refugee Policies Through a 

Fantasy Lens 

In the world of Ambelin Kwaymullina’s The Interrogation of Ashala Wolf, there is a 

strict separation between Citizens and Illegals. Illegals are being kept in permanent 

detention centres, allegedly in order to keep the Citizens safe. Even though both 

Citizens and Illegals originate from the same country – since only a single continent 

with a united government remains after a global catastrophe – and it is thus impossible 

to portray actual migrants in Kwaymullina’s constructed world, it is certainly possible to 

draw parallels between the situation of Illegals and that of migrants in contemporary 

Australia. The choice of words alone – illegals, detention centres, Bureau of Citizenship 

– as well as the continued dehumanization of Illegals is reminiscent of Australia’s highly 

criticised migration policies.  

Ashala Wolf is a highly innovative work of speculative fiction and it uses its non-

mimetic elements to comment on the situation of detained migrants in Australia by 

displacing it from the real world to the imaginary continent and shifting the focus from 

illegal migrants to illegal children with magical abilities. The children, defined as illegal 

because of their supernatural uniqueness, are said to be a danger to society, which is 

how their detention is justified, mirroring neatly the dehumanization and subsequent 

detention of real-life migrants and refugees.  
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My talk will focus on the way speculative fiction serves to depict real-life issues with 

the superimposed distance that the fantasy setting provides. I would like to argue that, 

by locating the situation – illegals being separated from citizens in detention centres by 

a less than ideal government – in a fantasy setting, Kwaymullina manages to address 

migrant policies without overtly stating the connection, instead using fantasy to subtly 

alert a predominantly young adult readership to the migration issues – the fantasy 

narrative is used to attract interest, thus clothing a difficult topic in an appealing 

narrative attire. 

 

Marijke Denger - “Like Being a Student at a Party that Went On and On”: 

Migration, Difference and Hospitality in Michelle de Kretser’s The Lost Dog 

This paper focuses on the precarious relation between migration, difference and 

hospitality in Australia, as represented in Michelle de Kretser’s The Lost Dog (2007). Set 

in 2001 in Melbourne and the nearby bush, The Lost Dog revolves around the Anglo-

Indian lecturer Tom Loxley, who migrated from Mangalore to Australia as a schoolboy. 

Although Tom has seemingly found his place in society, his existence in what has long 

been his ‘home’ country is tinged with a distinct sense of dread: “Living in Australia was 

like being a student at a party that went on and on; he didn’t want it to end, but 

couldn’t suppress the knowledge that exams were approaching” (207). This image of a 

constantly deferred, but ultimately relentless test foregrounds several questions of 

precarity in what, I argue, is constructed as a distinctly Australian context of migration 

in the novel. In this regard, I first draw on Sneja Gunew’s concept of multicultural 

difference to elaborate how Tom is trapped in a community of individuals who are 

always already dependent on the goodwill of supposedly more genuine Australians to 

let them stay put. By contrast, when Tom embarks on an idiosyncratic quest for his dog 

in the bush, he implicitly challenges the paradoxical policies that have turned his 

‘difference’ into the premise for his existence in Australia. Drawing on Jacques Derrida’s 

notion of unconditional hospitality, I argue that it is in the quintessentially Australian 

space of the bush that Tom, pursuing his dog, comes to pursue a new notion of 

who/what merits the kind of collective accountability associated with inclusion in a 

larger (national) unit. Ultimately, I thus chart how Tom becomes a tool for the narrator 

to sketch alternatives to Australia’s current immigration policy as well as the country’s 

stance on its troubled history of migration and subjugation. 
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Victoria Herche - Missing Boats: ‘Boat people’ in Asian-Australian Filmmaking 

In cinematic accounts of the plight of asylum seekers, the image of the boat usually 

functions as a metonym for the bodies on the boat that are rarely shown. In particular 

the Vietnamese refugee experience is inevitably linked to the indistinct notion of ‘boat 

people’. In this context this paper would like to discuss contemporary Asian-Australian 

films on refugees and the filmmakers’ decision to literally erase the visual iconography 

of the boat. In reference to Probyn’s concept of the ‘no road’ film genre, the film Mother 

Fish (Khoa Do, 2010) will hence be analysed as a ‘no boat’ film. 

Despite telling a personal (loosely autobiographical) story of the agonising journey of 

four Vietnamese refugees drifting to Australia in an unseaworthy riverboat in 1980, 

Mother Fish is strongly referring to recent political debates on asylum seekers. This 

drama, having induced little academic reception in comparison to other recent 

Australian films addressing migration, recreates the refugee’s journey entirely within 

the setting of a sweatshop as a memory of Kim, with the boat and ocean visually 

missing. Instead of depicting the action of the physical movement on the sea, the film 

depicts the personal, inward and traumatic journey of one refugee. In accordance with 

Olivia Khoo, it could be said that this cinematic decision achieves a greater imaginative 

investment and empathy by the spectator. It can further be argued that the film’s 

approach emphasizes the dialectical relationship between the spectator’s and the 

refugee’s gaze (Loshitzky). By its enforced inward-looking the film returns and 

decolonizes the gaze of ‘otherness’ (Bhabha) and thereby destabilizes the subjectivities 

of observer and observed. 

 

David Kern - Being Muslim, Being Australian: Literary Activism, Migrant 

Experiences and the Australian “Closed-Door-Syndrome”2 in the Young Adult 

Fiction of Randa Abdel-Fattah 

Alexis Wright’s diagnosis of Australia suffering from a “closed-door-syndrome” is a 

powerful act of literary intervention, providing critical terminology for an analysis of 

how Australian discourses about its ‘others’ is governed by stereotyped images of “the 

refugee,” the “(im-)migrant,” and – as is the topic of this paper – Australians of Middle-

Eastern and/or Muslim background. It sets the tone for how literature can engage in 

debates on (im-)migration alongside the mass media and political rhetoric, in its 

                                                           
2 Alexis Wright, The Swan Book. Atria, 2013, p. 3. 
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capacity as social criticism. Linking to what Anne Curthoys has called Australia’s 

“restless anxious complex culture,”3 the term can help re-dress analyses of public 

discourse and its power to validate or negate the ‘Australianness’ of Muslim Australians 

and their belonging, especially in the case of Australians whose migrant background 

continues to stigmatize them over the generations. 

Egyptian-Palestinian-Australian writer Randa Abdel-Fattah in this context explores 

how the notion Muslim Australian seems to sit uncomfortably with normative 

assumptions about distinctly ‘Australian identity’ and/or ‘Australianness.’ In her two 

young adult novels, Does My Head Look Big in This (2005) and Ten Things I Hate About 

Me (2006), she probes into Australia’s “closed-door-syndrome” in the fictional 

autobiography of two young adult Muslim Australians, as they navigate environments 

which view them as generalized ‘others’ and hold them captives of the public gaze. 

This paper offers a reading of Abdel-Fattah’s two texts, analyzing literary strategies in 

countering hegemonic identity-management, and representations of affective violence 

in shaming (young) Muslim Australians, in the case of her second novel, into denying 

their parents’ migrant histories. 

I will look into how Abdel-Fattah’s work constitutes a moment of Literary Activism in 

writing and celebrating diversity against different “closed-door” syndromes of a migrant 

nation, as large-scale migratory movements challenge us to revisit the validity, 

justification and grounds of the familiar and cherished concept of ‘citizenship.’ 

 

Dorothee Klein - Border Crossing and Travelling Narratives in Alexis Wright’s The 

Swan Book 

Alexis Wright’s much acclaimed novel The Swan Book (2013) is a decidedly global 

narrative. Set in the future, the novel depicts an Australia that witnesses the effects of 

climate change and flows of refugees, the continuous suppression of Aboriginal people, 

but also the first Aboriginal president. A sovereign, Aboriginal nation coexists with 

Aboriginal detention camps and boundaries are constantly crossed and challenged. This 

configuration of the national and the global puts the notion of border crossing centre 

stage. This happens not only though Wright’s depiction of physical travels – be it 

climate change refugees or the protagonist’s journey back to her home Country – but 

                                                           
3 Curthoys, Anne. “National Narratives, War Commemoration, and Racial Exclusion in a Settler 

Society: The Australian Case.“ Becoming Australia, edited by Richard Nile and Michael Peterson, 

The University of Queensland Press, 1998, p. 174. 
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also on the level of form: the novel transgresses literary boundaries, its narrative voice 

undermines a clear distinction between the self and the land, and the numerous 

intertextual references to global swan mythology mediate the importance of sharing 

stories across time and space. In this paper, I wish to argue that multi-dimensional 

border-crossing is at the heart of The Swan Book. In particular, it demonstrates the 

potential of what the French philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy calls the “between as such”, 

which signals that we are exposed to one another, that we share the world. In Wright’s 

novel, this exposure and sharing happens not only through physical travels, but 

especially through travelling narratives. By integrating these stories into the web of 

(narrative) relations originating from and based in Country, The Swan Book points 

towards a future that – despite its seeming bleakness – entails a spark of hope in the 

form of narratives that cross and challenge boundaries. 

 

Tihana Klepač - “What the mischief is this (immigrant) bonnet doing here?” Mary 

Helena Fortune in the age of Australian nationalist metanarrative 

As Russell Ward writes in The Nation for a Continent, the period from about 1870 till 

the Great War marked the high tide of European, and thus also British, imperialism. It 

was the period of great movement of peoples, thus far unprecedented. It was also a 

period when most white-skinned people believed in the natural superiority of the white 

race. In Australia the belief was reflected in a call for national unity which presupposed 

the Anglo-Saxon race. As the nationalist metanarrative was being formulated in the 

latter part of the 19th century the nation became increasingly exclusionist. Thus popular 

Bulletin in 1890 could proclaim that “The cheap Chinaman, the cheap nigger, and the 

cheap European pauper [are] to be absolutely excluded” from immigrating in Australia. 

The movement eventually became a policy with nation-wide legal force titled White 

Australia policy. In 1850s Irish born Mary Helena Fortune immigrated to Australia via 

Canada to meet her father on the Australian diggings. This remarkable, eloquent 

woman produced marvellous memoirs, partly fictionalised, a common Victorian genre, 

which reveal extraordinary times in Australian history when a Glasgow MD, London 

barrister, Philadelphia Yankee, Cornish miner, Chinaman and Irish pauper all toiled side-

by-side and were respected based on character, not nationality or immigrant status. 

However, when she describes city life at the close of the century – looking for lodgings 

or a job – Fortune feels doubly rejected, as an immigrant and as a woman, her perfectly 

adjusted bonnet ties and her respectable attire not guaranteeing respect and safety as 

she compares herself to a spider in the webs of the Australian society of the day. 
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Lukas Klik - Ex Uno Plures: Contemporary Australian Multiperspectival Novels and 

the Re-Imagination of the Nation 

 Emphasising that the nation is characterised by internal diversity and not unity, 

postcolonial and cultural studies have broadened our understanding of the nation 

(Bhabha 1990, Hall 1996). Drawing on these conceptions, I will argue that 

contemporary Australian multiperspectival novels, such as Christos Tsiolkas’s The Slap 

(2008), Gail Jones’s Five Bells (2011) or Steven Lang’s Hinterland (2017), do not only 

participate in the deconstruction of an essentialist Australian national identity, but 

through their very structure epitomise today’s nation. Taking account of the social 

diversification of Australia, brought forth by, inter alia, migration, they respond to the 

gradual opening of the national community. They demonstrate that, following Cohen’s 

(1993) remarks on community, the contemporary nation is best understood as a symbol 

shared by its members whose “meaning varies with its members’ unique orientations to 

it” (Cohen 1993, 15). A particularly useful methodological approach to study these texts 

is offered by the narratological concept of perspective-structure (Nünning/Nünning 

2000). In order to examine the internal diversity of the nation as presented in 

multiperspectival novels without ignoring the ubiquity of power relations in the process 

of narration, however, I suggest an extension of the concept, considering the character 

constellation and more traditional issues such as modes of narration, too. This approach 

offers valuable tools to uncover the heterogeneity of the national community as 

pictured in contemporary Australian multiperspectival novels. It highlights that they 

challenge the ‘e pluribus unum’ dictum and, on the contrary, show how varying 

conceptions of Australia exist side by side. In this sense, they offer a whole range of 

stories about national (non)belongings and suggest that at the present moment it is 

more appropriate to conceive of Australia as a plurality of Australias rather than a 

singular entity. 

 

Matthew Leroy - Building and Breaking Borders. A Comparison of Australian and 

Austrian: Refugee Responses Through Border Politics. 

The Austrian chancellor and vice-chancellor have recently called for the adoption of the 

“Australian model” towards refugees. Yet, this is highly problematic, given the two 

countries’ vastly different geographical, political, and historical conditions, as well as the 

very different refugee groups concerned. This paper will analyse how conceptions of 

the nation and its borders have shaped and informed governmental and media 
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responses to asylum seekers since 2001, in particular the redrawing of borders in 

Australia and the rebuilding of border fences in Austria. 

The Austrian move to adopt Australia’s strategies puts under pressure foundations of 

the imagined community, such as of civic or ethnic nationalism, of natural or man-made 

barriers, and of legal structures of citizenship. Recent actions by both governments have 

limited the number of people applying for asylum while drawing criticism from a 

variety of sources. In 2016 Austria decided to construct barriers along the Italian and 

Slovenian borders while several years earlier Australia had excised its borders 

completely for people seeking asylum, making any attempt to reach Australia 

impossible for those without a visa. Responses to these actions have ranged from claims 

of xenophobia in Austria and allusions towards its national socialist past while Australia 

has come under widespread criticism for its policy of offshore detention. My paper will 

compare border politics in terms of history and implementation as well as the 

representation of refugees in Austrian and Australian media. 

 

Li Jingyan - Exporting Australian Literature to China as Powerful ‘Soft Diplomacy’ 

in Transnational Communication 

This study was conducted to find the Chinese perceptions of Australia in their 

interactions with its literature. It was informed by a small sample of academics and 

students in the Australian Studies Centres in China. It aimed to elucidate that the 

introduction of literary works can be a crucial channel for transnational communication. 

Meanwhile, the author found that deep knowledge of another culture is a key aspect of 

‘soft diplomacy’. In other words, literature has such an excellent potential to offer in 

successful transnational communication that it can be an effective means for active 

diplomacy. Although ‘soft diplomacy’ is a non-novel term, this research is the first to 

juxtapose it with literature and literary studies. It is expected that the current study will 

offer some new thought for furthering Sino-Australian bilateral cooperation and 

deepening mutual understanding between the people of the two countries. 

 

Liu Shusen - The History and Nature of Australian Studies in China: 1850~2018 

The 15-century-long history of China’s engagement with Australia since the 5th century 

may be divided into two stages. The first stage is characterized by sporadic events of 

exploring Australia as an unknown continent, and its debut can trace to 458 AD, when 
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the Chinese traveler, explorer and Buddhist monk Hoei-shin (慧深，Hui Shen) happened 

to arrive in Australia along with some companions on a voyage to the alleged country 

Fusang (扶桑). Hoei-shin’s unprecedented voyage was to be followed by the transitional 

trip of the Chinese diplomat and explorer Cheng Ho (郑和，1371~1433) to Darwin in 

Australia in the early 1400s. Then in the early1600s, the Chinese knowledge of 

Australia was enriched, when the Italian Jesuit missionary Matteo Ricci (利玛窦, 

1552~1610) mentioned Australia metaphorically as the land of parrots in the Great 

Universal Geographic Map（坤舆万国全图）, which he printed in 1602 in China. 

Besides, it is in 1674 that the Flemish Jesuit missionary Ferdinand Verdiest 

(南怀仁，1623~1688) included Australia in his Full Map of the World (坤舆全图), in 

which he got Australia geographically marked for its Chinese readership. As a contrast, 

the second stage stands out primarily by engaging with Australia as a country of 

partnership in trade, business, economy, migration, diplomacy and many other social 

aspects since the 1850s. As a result of China’s increasingly extensive engagement with 

Australia since the beginning of the 20th century, the emerging publication of Australian 

Studies appeared in the 1930s, as typically represented by some articles by celebrated 

scholars and literary writers introducing Australian literature and writers to Chinese 

readers. Since then Australian Studies has been undergoing eventful evolutions until 

today. 

On the basis of the preceding history, this paper presents a descriptive survey of the 

earliest coverage of Australia and its society and people in various kinds of journals and 

newspapers that appeared in China since 1850. These often brief but miscellaneous 

reports may be regarded as the inaugural study of Australia in China. Then the paper 

continues with a statistic and analytical study of the historical achievements of 

Australian Studies in China from the late 1970s to present, with an emphasis on 

interpreting the quantitative and thematic variation of published articles on Australia as 

well as the recent vigorous evolution of Australian Studies as a recognized discipline in 

some Chinese universities where Australian Studies centres have been playing an active 

and dynamic role. 

 

Sonja Mausen -  “Their new identity as boat people”: Refugees in Alexis Wright’s 

The Swan Book 

 Alexis Wright’s The Swan Book draws us into a dystopian storyworld in which climate 

change has turned most people into refugees – even the citizens of former colonial 

powers in the northern hemisphere. Reaching Australia by boat, one of these refugees is 
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Bella Donna, a British woman now living in the Swamp, an Aboriginal community in 

Australia that has been permanently segregated from the rest of the country. This 

presentation discusses how the novel employs current political rhetoric with regard to 

aboriginal communities (Northern Territory National Emergency Response) and 

refugees (Operation Sovereign Borders) to call existing relations of power and 

sovereignty (both over country and over people allowed to enter) into question. I argue 

that the hierarchized setting of a white refugee in an Aboriginal community in a 

predominantly White Australia that again lies in a world where Whiteness no longer 

dominates offers multiple levels of interpretations of “belonging” to “imagined” 

(Andersen) communities: “Two laws, one in the head, the other worthless on paper in 

the swamp, said [Bella Donna] was an invader” (Wright 32). I will approach both 

Agamben’s concept of “bare life” and Butler’s “precarious life” from a narrative 

perspective and compare how they are framed within Wright’s novel and current 

political discourse. 

 

Carly McLaughlin - Keeping it in the family: asylum and kinship in Clara Law’s 

Letters to Ali 

Clara Law’s 2004 film Letters to Ali documents an Australian family’s relationship with 

Ali, a 15-year-old Afghani asylum-seeker, detained indefinitely as an ‘unlawful non-

citizen’ in Port Hedland immigration detention centre. Although Law herself has insisted 

that the film is not political, Letters to Ali has been celebrated by scholars and critics 

alike as an important intervention into the hostile debate around asylum seekers in 

Australia. This paper positions Clara Law’s film within the context of representational 

practices around child asylum-seekers in Australia. In particular, it argues that the film’s 

use of tropes of home, family and motherhood dovetails with humanitarian discourses 

that frequently represent refugee children ‘through the sentimental lens of family’.  The 

film’s documentation of a kinning process, that is, of the way in which Ali becomes 

anchored in affective and familial structures, may offer some moments of genuine 

humanitarian relief from Australia’s inhumane border policy. Yet, as I seek to show, its 

insistence on family as the primary structure within which the asylum-seeking child 

becomes visible ultimately eclipses him as a political and rights-bearing subject, and 

forecloses the viability of any political solution in his claim to the right to asylum. 
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Lina Pranaityte-Wergin - Dwelling upon Food: Descent Stories in Australia’s Kriol 

Kitchen 

This paper discusses how Australian settler colonialism, histories of migration, 

missionizing and resettlement have influenced the country’s contemporary cuisine. 

Ethnographic examples from the Kriol kitchens and recipe books of local multicultural 

families will be compared to the national imaginary of a unified Australian gastronomy. 

The Dampier Peninsula at the Indian Ocean coast of Northwest Australia has a unique 

multicultural history. Its coastal location, pearl farming and a vibrant tourism industry 

account for more than 100 years of Creolisation processes that resulted from a 

combination of Australian Aboriginal, European and Asian interactions. Christian 

missions were places of a no less significant influence over domestic lives. As a result, 

local families today advocate particular cooking traditions, which recently have been 

televised in a dedicated cooking show and thus presented for the first time to a national 

audience. This paper will examine the ways in which food practices are used as a 

platform for reconciliation in a troubled Australian history of migration. 

 

Christina Ringel - Migration & Language – Linguistic Rights in Australia 

 In our post-colonial and globalized world, the diversity of our languages is in grave 

danger. Speakers are shifting to majority languages as traditional contexts for the use 

and transmission of their first languages to their children fade. Prospects are dire: It is 

estimated that 50% of the world’s 6500-7000 languages will no longer be spoken in the 

near future (Austin & Sallabank 2011:1).  

Governments are notorious for actively discouraging all but national or global 

languages, but even where financial and institutional support for minority languages 

exists – such as in Australia – funding is often much too limited to make a real 

difference in reversing language shift.  

As a result, the situation in Australia has been described as the most critical case of 

endangerment world-wide (Nettle & Romaine 2000:4): The majority of the 250 to 300 

languages that were spoken in Australia before colonization are no longer in use 

(Tsunoda 2006:20). Only 13 languages can be considered strong (Marmion et al. 2014).  

This paper will introduce the linguistics rights that international bodies have defined 

as applying to every speaker of every language. Subsequently, factors which favour or, 

conversely, disfavour language vitality will be presented. It will be shown that the two 

interplay: stronger rights lead to an increase in language vitality (Crystal 2000).  
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It will be argued that the Australian government has a particular responsibility to 

ratify Conventions/Declarations/Covenants on linguistic rights for minority languages, 

as the First Nations attach special value to the relationship between their languages, 

lands, and cultures. This would mean a shift in focus from languages that have recently 

gained ground in Australia ‒ either as languages taught in schools to facilitate 

communication with economic partners or as languages brought by recent migrants 

that form part of the Australian work-force ‒ to Ancestral languages. 

 

Geoff Rodoreda - Minoritarian Writing and Aboriginal Dispossession 

In a seminal essay published at the turn of the new millennium, the historian Ann 

Curthoys criticised what she saw as a lack of engagement by ethnic minority cultural 

actors in Australia with the legacies of Aboriginal dispossession. “While some ethnic 

organisations and pressure groups have acknowledged the distinctiveness and 

importance of Aboriginal claims,” Curthoys asserted, “most have not; multicultural 

discourse at large remains remarkably inattentive to the colonial features of current 

Australian life.” Curthoys’ critique may have been prompted by Sneja Gunew’s earlier 

observation that the “relationship between multiculturalism and postcolonialism 

appears to be an uneasy one.” While the Mabo decision of 1992 and other events in 

recent Australian history can be said to have triggered a degree of non-indigenous 

acknowledgement of Aboriginal dispossession, to what extent has such an 

acknowledgement remained the work of the dominant, Anglo-Celtic majority? As non-

indigenous Australians, how are ethnic minority or minoritarian writers addressing the 

acknowledgement, inherent in the Mabo decision, of prior and ongoing indigenous 

ownership of the land? This paper seeks to address these questions via an examination 

of a selection of works by novelists Brian Castro, Michelle de Kretser and Simone 

Lazaroo. By engaging with what Ghassan Hage has called a “triangular field of inquiry” 

– a triad of minoritarian, majoritarian and Aboriginal characters and/or discourses, in 

conversation and debate with each other – these writers are indexing the legacies of 

colonial dispossession and a prior indigenous belonging in their work. 
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Lioba Schreyer - “A Broken Spine Beneath the Freeway”: Displacement in a Land 

Belonging to No One 

Arguably the earliest, most significant example of migration in Australian history is the 

arrival of the First Fleet, marking the beginning of colonisation. The rejection of its 

alleged justification, terra nullius, in Mabo in 1992 triggered a delayed sense of 

displacement. Though often overlooked, Post-Mabo literature includes more than 

twenty poems about terra nullius, which re-write Australian history and explore 

conflicts of identity and belonging. This paper offers a comparative reading of three of 

those poems, all of which are entitled “Terra Nullius.” 

I will start with Brenda Saunders, an Aboriginal poet, whose poem (2012) references 

Major Mitchell’s expeditions before presenting an Indigenous perspective on the 

historical events. The next poem (2000) by Rebecca Edwards, a non-Indigenous 

Australian, confronts the reluctance to engage with the Post-Mabo perspective on 

history. Lastly, South African-born John Mateer, who migrated to Australia at age 18, 

links his transnational identity and sense of displacement to the land belonging to no 

one in his poem from 2005.  

The three poems share more than the title: They present contrasting perspectives on 

the history of Australia and the people living there, to discuss issues of identity and 

displacement. Moreover, the three poems take the term terra nullius under scrutiny by 

asking, what happens to a nullified people? And what to the land, when it becomes 

terra nullius? Peculiarly, the answer to the latter involves, in all three poems, 

infrastructure. 

 

Louise Thatcher - Fifty Words, Poison Gas: Policing the Border in Early White 

Australia 

In 1908 the Fremantle Daily News reported that customs officials, after failing to find 

the Chinese stowaways that they believed to be hiding on a ship from Singapore, 

fumigated it with sulphur. “If there were any stowaways aboard” the paper reported an 

officer saying, “they have emigrated to some non-terrestrial region.” 

The ‘criminalisation of migration’ is often presented as a uniquely contemporary 

phenomenon. However, the history of both immigration restriction and practices at the 

border tells another story. 

The Immigration Restriction Act, one of the first pieces of legislation passed by the 

newly federated Australian parliament, did not forbid Chinese migration outright. 
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Instead, it relied on the racially targeted implementation of a ‘dictation test’. Recent 

historiography has examined the White Australia Policy as part of the global 

construction of racial boundaries (Lake and Reynolds, Drawing the Global Colour Line, 

2008) and the development of the technologies and systems of modern border control 

(McKeown, Melancholy Order, 2008). However, the development of Australian law has 

primarily been looked at on the level of rhetoric and legislation, rather than 

implementation. 

In this paper I begin from the idea that laws alone do not stop people trying to cross 

borders and that a history of borders must therefore also be a history of practices of 

border control. I use bureaucratic and press sources from 1901-1910 to look at the law 

in action. Investigating migration policy at the level of implementation makes visible the 

agency of (would-be) migrants and Chinese-Australians and the challenge their actions - 

from legal cases to secret border crossings - posed to the White Australian ideal. 

Migration control is not just developed by legislators but emerges in interactions at the 

border, where it can be seen as both less all-powerful and more violent than in the 

abstract. 

 

Daniella Trimboli - Toxic bodies and Muslim zombies: diasporic intimacy in 

Australian-based comic zines 

Much research has been carried out on the discursive dehumanisation of non-Anglo 

Celtic migrants to Australia—especially refugees and asylum seekers. However, this 

discourse also has an affective dimension that, in Sara Ahmed’s terms, ‘sticks’, 

impressing upon non-white migrants at a corporeal level. Depictions of self and Other in 

comic zines such as Where Do I Belong? by Silent Army, Villawood: Notes from a 

Detention Centre by Safdar Ahmed, and The Refugee Art Project’s zine collection clearly 

demonstrate the ways in which the body is implicated in narratives about migration and 

asylum. This paper argues that the comic zine medium also allows for ‘something else’ 

to surface; namely, an excess with an interruptive rhthym. This excess is posited here as 

a type of ‘diasporic intimacy’ (Boym 2009)—a dystopic and unsuspecting affective 

force that disrupts the temporal and spatial rhythms of everyday life. By harnessing 

diasporic intimacies, the comic zines discussed here redeploy sticky and toxic discourses 

about migration and asylum, creating space for the migrant body to resist and 

reassemble.  

  


